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For a compact polyhedron, P, the category, cat(P), of P in the sense of Lusternik and 
Schnirelmann is the smallest integer k such that P can be covered with k subpolyhedra each of 
which is null homotopic in P. The strong category, Cat(P) is the smallest integer k such that a 
compact polyhedron K with the same homotopy type of P can be covered k contractible 
subpolyhedra. We use Q-manifold theory to obtain some characterizations of the category and 
the strong category. 
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1. Introduction 
For a compact polyhedron P, the category, cat(P), of P in the sense of Lusternik 
and Schnirelmann [7] is the smallest integer k such that P can be covered with k 
subpolyhedra each of which is null homotopic in P (or equivalently, each of which 
can be deformed in P into a single point). It is not difficult to see that the category 
is a homotopy invariant. The geometric category, gcat( P), of a compact polyhedron 
P is the smallest integer k such that P can be covered with k subpolyhedra each 
of which is contractible. The geometric category is not a homotopy invariant and 
does not always agree with the category as an example of Fox shows [4]. In fact 
the geometric category is not even stable with respect to the product with a closed 
interval. Ganea [S] introduced the strong category, Cat(P), of a compact polyhedron 
P, as the smallest integer k such that gcat(K) = k for some compact polyhedron K 
with the same homotopy type of P Ganea proved that the strong category is either 
the category or the category plus one and Berstein and Hilton [l] constructed an 
example for which the strong category is the category plus one. Our first theorem 
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uses Q-manifotti theory and states that if the fundamental group of P is simple 
enough, we just need to look at gcat( P x I”) in order to calculate the strong category: 
Theorem 1. Let P be a compact polyhedron. Zf rr,( P) is free or free abelian then 
Cat(P) = y?,n {gcat( P X I”)}. 
Recently, Clapp and Puppe [3] proved that if P is a p-connected polyhedron, 
p 2 1 and dim P s (2 cat(P) - l)( p + 1) - 3 then cat(P) = Cat(P). Also, Singhof [9] 
proved that if M is a p-connected closed PL manifold and 5 s dim MS 
(2 cat(P) - l)( p + 1) - 3, then the category can be realized not only, as in the Clapp- 
Puppe theorem with a contractible cover, but in fact, with a cover made of PL balls 
(see also [S]). As a consequence of this fact, Singhof obtained a special case of a 
long-standing conjecture stating that cat( P x Sk) = cat(P) + 1 for every compact 
connected polyhedron P. To realize the category in terms of well known pieces, PL 
balls for example, can be very useful. Our next theorems use Q-manifold theory to 
characterize the category in terms of covers whose elements are well known. 
The next theorem characterizes the category in terms of nice coverings of 
Q-manifolds. 
Theorem 2. Let P be a compact connected polyhedron. Then cat(P) = smallest integer 
k such that P x Q can be covered with k + 1 open subsets each of which is homeomorphic 
to Qx[O, 1). 
Let N” be a PL n-manifold with boundary. A boundary ball B of N” is a PL 
n-ball in N” such that B n Bd N” is a PL (n - 1)-ball. Our next theorem uses 
Theorem 2 to characterize the category of a PL manifold in terms of boundary balls. 
Theorem 3. Let M” be a compact connected PL m-manifold. Then cat( M”) = smallest 
integer k such that M” x I” can be covered with k + 1 boundary balls. 
Finally, we will obtain a similar characterization of the category of a closed PL 
manifold in terms of PL balls. 
Theorem 4. Let Mm be a closed connected PL m-manifold. Then cat( M”) = smallest 
integer k such that M” x S” can be covered with k + 1 PL balls. 
2. The simple category 
For a compact polyhedron P, we have that gcat(P) 2 gcat(P x I) 3. . .a 
gcat(PxZ”)s... 3 cat(P). It is clear that this sequence must stabilize somewhere. 
Let us define the simple category of P, scat(P), as follows: 
scat(P) = Min {gcat( P x I”)} 2, Cat(P). 
Hz=0 
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The purpose of this section is to prove that the simple category is a simple 
homotopy invariant and that differs from the category in at most one unit. As a 
corollary we will obtain Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2.1. Let P be a compact polyhedron. Then 
cat(P) s scat(P) s cat(P) + 1. 
Proof. Since cat(P) = cat( P x I”) sgcat( P x I”) for every n 20, we have that 
cat(P) s scat(P). Let cat(P) = k and let {P, , . . . , Pk} be a null homotopic polyhedral 
cover of P. Let n be a sufficiently big integer and for 1 s is k let 
and 
Ti = Pi x I” x [0, i] c P, x I” x [0, k+ 11. 
It is easy to see that 
&(T~uT,)=PxZ”x[O,k+l] andforeveryi=1,2,...,k-1, 
i=l 
Tin T+, = 8. Since P, is null homotopic in P, we may assume that n is so big that 
for every i = 1, . . . , k, the cone of P<, denoted by cPi, is contained in P x I” x { i} in 
such a way that the base of cPi coincides with P, x (0) x {i}. Furthermore, we may 
embed another copy of the cone of P,, cP’, in P x I” x [i, i++], by pushing cP, - 
(P, X(O) x {i}) off PX 1”~ [0, i] in such a way that Tin cP:= Pi x{O}x{i} and 
Rt = T: u cP’ is a contractible subpolyhedron of P x I” x [0, i+$]. Similarly, cP; 
is obtained from cP, by pushing cPi -(P, x (0) x {i}) off Pi x I” x [i, k + l] in such a 
way that T, n cP_ = P, x (0) x {i} and R, = T, u cP, is a contractible subpolyhedron 
ofPxInx[i-~,k+1].Notethatforeveryi=1,...,k-1,R+nR,,=0.Forevery 
i=l . . 3 k - 1, let yi be an arc from Rt to R,, such that R, = R: u y, u R,, is a 
con&ctible subpolyhedron of P x I” x [0, k + 11. Then {R,, R, , R,, . . . , K-l, R:l 
is a contractible polyhedral cover of P x I” x [0, k + 11 and consequently gcat( P x 
I”+‘)~k+l=cat(P)+l. Cl 
Next we will prove that if K and L are compact polyhedra with the same simple 
homotopy type then 
scat(K) = I!fjt {gcat( K x I”) = v4; {gcat(L X 1”)) = scat(L). 
Let Q be the countable product of closed intervals, that is, Q = 
I,xZ*x~~~xI*x~~~, where each I, is a copy of the closed interval [0, 11. The 
following factorization of the Hilbert cube Q will be useful. Let I” = II x I2 x. . . x I, 
and let Qn = 1, x Z,,+l x. . . , in such a way that Q = I” x Q,,+, , A Q-manifold is a 
separable metric space modeled in Q. It is well known that for every polyhedron 
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K, K x Q is a $-manifold and conversely, every Q-manifold is homeomorphic to 
K x Q for son- polyhedron K. Furthermore, two Q-manifolds K x Q and LX Q 
are homeomL.. _ .c if and only if the polyhedra K and L have the same simple 
homotopy type. For more about Q-manifolds see [2]. 
Let P be a compact polyhedron and let % be an open subset of P x Q homeomor- 
phic to a compact Q-manifold cross R. A splitting of “u consists of 
(a) Two closed Q-submanifolds of “II, RvU, and kA2, such that kJl, uM,= Ou and, 
(b) A compact bicollared subpolyhedron A of P x I” such that M, n Mz = 
A x Qn+, 
Chapman Splitting Theorem 2.2 [2]. Let P and % be as above. Then there is a splitting 
of 011 for which the inclusions A x Q,,+,- M, and AX Q,,+,- M2 are homotopy 
equivalences (and consequently there is a strong deformation retraction of Mi onto 
AX Q,,+,, i= 1,2). 
We will use Theorem 2.2 to prove the following: 
Theorem 2.3. The simple category is a simple homotopy invariant. 
Proof. Let K and L be compact polyhedra with the same simple homotopy type 
and suppose gcat(K) = k. It will be enough to prove that, for n sufficiently big, 
LX I” can be covered with k contractible subpolyhedra. Let {K,, . . . , Kk} be a 
contractible polyhedral cover of K and let h: LX Q + K x Q be a homeomorphism. 
We will first show that for every i = 1, . . . , k there is a compact contractible subpoly- 
hedron B, of LX I”1 such that h-‘( K, x Q) c B, x on,+, . Let Ni be a derived neighbor- 
hood of K, in K and let c%1, be the following open subset of LX Q. “lli = 
h-‘( (Int N, - K,) x Q) = (Fr N, x Q) x R. Applying the Chapman Splitting Theorem, 
there is a bicollared subpolyhedron A, of LX Z”c such that A, x Q,,+, homotopically 
splits olli. Moreover, Ai is the boundary of a compact subpolyhedron B, of Lx Ins 
which has the following properties: h-‘( Ki x Q) c Bi x Q,,+, and B, is contractible 
because there is a strong deformation retraction of Ou, u h-‘( Ki x Q), which is 
contractible, onto B, x Q,,+I. Let n = Max{n, 1 i = 1,. . . , k}, then 
{B, x I,,,, x . . . x I,,, . . . , Bk x Z,,,+, x . . . x Z,} 
is a contractible polyhedral cover of LX I”. This completes the proof of Theorem 
2.3. Cl 
As a corollary we have: 
Theorem 1. Let P be a compact polyhedron. If the fundamental group of P is free or 
free abelian then 
Cat(P) = h44; {gcat( P x I”)} = scat(P). 
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Proof. If r,(P) is free or free abelian every polyhedron homotopy equivalent to P 
is simple homotopy equivalent to P, then Min{gcat(R) 1 R is a compact polyhedron 
with the homotopy type of P} = scat(P). q 
It would be interesting to know if scat( P) = Cat(P) for every compact polyhedron 
P. In particular, cat(P)G 2 if and only if P admits a coHopf structure [6] but if 
this is the case VT,(P) is free and therefore Cat(P) = scat(P). On the other hand, 
the simple category is either the category or the category plus one and both 
possibilities may occur because Berstein and Hilton [l] constructed a simply 
connected compact polyhedron for which the category and the strong category 
differ. 
3. Some characterizations of the category 
We start with the following technical lemma: 
Lemma 3.1. Let M be a connected Q-manifold and h,, h,: Q x [0, 1) + Ml be two open 
disjoint embeddings. Then there is an open embedding h,: Q x [0, 1) + 4.4 such that 
h,(Qx[O,~l)uh,(Qx[O,~l)ch,(Qx[O, 1)). 
Proof. LetO<t,<l.Sinceh,(Qx[O,l))nh,(Qx[O,1))=0,thenthereisahomeo- 
morphism $: M + M such that $1 h,( Q x (0)) u h,( Q x (0)) = Id., $( h,( Q x [0, to])) 2 
h,(Q x [0, i]), and $( h,( Q x [0, t,])) 1 h,( Q x [0, ;I). Therefore, it would be enough 
to find an open set of M homeomorphic to Q x [0, 1) containing h,( Q x {0}) u 
h,(Qx (0)). Since h,[ Q x (0) is homotopic to h, / Q x(l), by Lemma 18.1 of [2], 
there is a Z-embedding f: Q x Z + M such that f( q, 0) = h,( q, 0) and f( q, 1) = h,( q, 0) 
for every q E Q. Sincef( Q x I) is a Q-submanifold which is a Z-set of M, by Theorem 
16.2 of [2], f( Q x I) is collared and consequently there exists an open subset of m/o 
homeomorphic to Q x [0, 1) containing h,( Q x (0)) u h,( Q x (0)). This completes the 
proof. 0 
Let RJI be a compact connected Q-manifold and let C,(M) be the smallest integer 
k such that Rv! can be covered with k open subsets each of which is homeomorphic 
to Qx[O, 1). 
Theorem 2 can be restated as follows: 
Theorem 3.2. For every compact connected polyhedron P 
C,(PxQ)=cat(P)+l. 
Proof. Let k = cat(P) and let {P, , Pz, . . , Pk} be a null homotopic polyhedral cover 
ofP.LetA ,,..., A,and B ,,..., Bk be the following polyhedral submanifolds of 
PxQx[0,2k]:Ai=P,xQx[0,2(k-i)+l] and Bi=P,xQx[2(k-i)+l,2k], 1~ 
is k. Note that Ut=, (Ai u Bi) = P x Q x [0,2k]. We will prove that there is an open 
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subset U, of P x Q x [0,2k] homeomorphic to Q x [0, 1) such that Ai c U, c P x Q x 
[0,2(k - i+ 1)). Since Ti = Pi x Q x {0} is a null homotopic Z-set of P x Q x 
[0,2(k - i + l)), we may assume that the cone of T,, cTi, is contained as a Z-set in 
P x Q x [0,2( k - i + 1)) in such a way that the base of CT, coincides with Pi x Q x (0). 
Furthermore, since the vertex of the cone has an open neighborhood homeomorphic 
to Q x [0, l), we may assume, using Theorem 19.4 of [2], that P, x Q x (0) is contained 
in an open subset of P x Q x [0,2(k - i + 1)) homeomorphic to Q x [0, 1). But now, 
using a homeomorphism of P x Q x [0,2( k - i + 1)) which preserves the P x Q factor, 
we obtain the desired open subset Ui. Similarly, there is an open subset Vi of 
P x Q x [0,2k] homeomorphic to Q x [0, 1) such that B, c V, c P x Q x (2( k - i), 2k], 
1 s i G k. It is easy to see that for every 1 G is k - 1, Bi n A,+, = 0 and consequently, 
since B, u A,,, is compact, by Lemma 3.1, Bi u A,+, is contained in an open subset 
Wi of P x Q x [0,2k] homeomorphic to Q x [0, 1). Then { Ur, W,, W,, . . . , V,,,} is 
an open cover of P x Q x [0,2k] and consequently C,(Px Q) s k+ 1 = 
cat(P)+ 1. 
Suppose now C,( P x Q) = k + 1 and let {U,, U, , . . . , U,} be an open cover of 
Px Q, where each CJ, is homeomorphic to Qx [0, 1). Let h: QX [0, l)+ U, be a 
homeomorphism such that h( Q x [0, i]) u U, u. . . u lJk = P x Q and let W = 
(PxQ)-h(Qx[O,$))and U:= UinnM, 1 s is k. Clearly lU is a Q-manifold homeo- 
morphic to Px Q and there is a strong deformation retraction of Px Q onto !&!I. 
Consequently, {Vi, . . . , U;} is a null homotopic open cover of M and therefore 
cat(P) = cat(W) G k = C,( P x Q) - 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. q 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let k = cat(M”). By Theorem 2, there is an open cover 
{U0, u,,..., U,} of Mm x Q such that for every 0 G i =S k, U, is homeomorphic to 
Qx[O, 1). For every 0s is k let hi: Qx[O, I)+ U, be a homeomorphism such that 
lJ:=, hi(Q x [0, $1) = M” x Q. By the Chapman Splitting Theorem 2.2, there is a 
bicollared subpolyhedron Ai of Mm x I”2 such that Ai x on,+, homotopically splits 
hi(Q x (1, 1)). Therefore, Ai is a bicollared contractible submanifold of M” x I”, 
which is the topological boundary in M” x I”, of a contractible (m + n,)-manifold 
Bi with the property that h,(Qx [O,i])c Bi x on,+,. Let n be an integer such that 
n 2 ni, Ai x I,,+, x . .*x1,, is an (m+n-1)-ball and Bi~I,,+l~~~~xI,, is an (m+ 
n)-ball, 0 s i G k. Therefore, lJf=, (Bi x I,,+, x * . . x I,) = M” x I” and consequently 
M” x I” can be covered with k+ 1 boundary balls. 
Suppose now { Bo, B, , . . . , Bk} is a polyhedral cover of Mm x I”, where each B, 
isaboundaryball,O~i~k.LetN=(Mmx~”)-Int,~~,,~B,.ClearlyNishomeo- 
morphicto~xI”and{B,nN,..., Bk A N} is a null homotopic polyhedral cover 
of N. Therefore cat(M) d k. This finishes the proof of Theorem 3. q 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let cat(M”) = k. By Theorem 3, there is a big enough integer 
n such that Mm x I”+’ can be covered with k + 1 boundary balls. Consequently, the 
boundary of Mm x I”+‘, which is Mm x S”, can be covered with k + 1 PL balls. 
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Suppose now {B,, B,, . . . , Bk} is a polyhedral cover of M” x S”, where each Bi 
is a PL ball. By means of a homeomorphism, we can assume B. is so small that 
B,n(Mmx{a})=~forsomea~Sn.Then{B,n(Mm~{a}),...,B,n(Mmx{a})} 
is a null homotopic polyhedral cover of M” x {a} and consequently cat( M”) 5 k. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. Cl 
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